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College Algebra
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of the
MyLab(TM) and Mastering(TM) platforms exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use
MyLab or Mastering, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases
made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for the MyLab
platform may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing
your purchase. For courses in Introductory Statistics. This package includes MyLab Statistics. Go INTERACTIVE with
Sullivan/Woodbury's Interactive Statistics Interactive Statistics: Informed Decisions Using Data presents content in a way
that gets students actively doing statistics as they learn new concepts. Written entirely in MyLab(TM) Statistics, Interactive
Statistics engages students by combining text, multimedia, and assessment into one seamless learning experience:
Interactive Assignments. Through a series of Interactive Assignments, students are encouraged to experience statistics in
new and dynamic ways. Authors Mike Sullivan and George Woodbury are both active in the classroom, and they incorporate
ideas and strategies from their experience teaching today's students. Their practical approach paired with the interactive,
guided learning environment helps improve students' conceptual understanding, knowledge retention, and ability to see
how statistics is connected to the world at large. Personalize learning with MyLab Statistics By combining trusted author
content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each
student. With MyLab Statistics and StatCrunch, an integrated web-based statistical software program, students learn the
skills they need to interact with data in the real world. 0134673522 / 9780134673523 Interactive Statistics: Informed
Decisions Using Data Student Access Kit, 2/e
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Algebra and Trigonometry
Precalculus, Loose-Leaf Print Companion
Ratti and McWaters wrote this series with the primary goal of preparing students to be successful in calculus. Having taught
both calculus and precalculus, the authors saw firsthand where students would struggle, where they needed help making
connections, and what material they needed in order to succeed in calculus. Their experience in the classroom shows in
each chapter, where they emphasize conceptual development, real-life applications, and extensive exercises to encourage
a deeper understanding. Precalculus: A Unit Circle Approach, Second Edition, offers the best of both worlds: rigorous topics
and a friendly, “teacherly” tone. Note: This is the standalone book, if you want the book/access card please order the ISBN
below: 0321900472 / 9780321900470 Precalculus: a Unit Circle Approach plus MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access
Card Package Package consists of 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab/MyStatLab -- Glue-in Access Card
0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 032182539X / 9780321825391 Precalculus: A Unit Circle
Approach

Worksheets for Statistics
Precalculus is adaptable and designed to fit the needs of a variety of precalculus courses. It is a comprehensive text that
covers more ground than a typical one- or two-semester college-level precalculus course. The content is organized by
clearly-defined learning objectives, and includes worked examples that demonstrate problem-solving approaches in an
accessible way. Coverage and Scope Precalculus contains twelve chapters, roughly divided into three groups. Chapters 1-4
discuss various types of functions, providing a foundation for the remainder of the course. Chapter 1: Functions Chapter 2:
Linear Functions Chapter 3: Polynomial and Rational Functions Chapter 4: Exponential and Logarithmic Functions Chapters
5-8 focus on Trigonometry. In Precalculus, we approach trigonometry by first introducing angles and the unit circle, as
opposed to the right triangle approach more commonly used in College Algebra and Trigonometry courses. Chapter 5:
Trigonometric Functions Chapter 6: Periodic Functions Chapter 7: Trigonometric Identities and Equations Chapter 8: Further
Applications of Trigonometry Chapters 9-12 present some advanced Precalculus topics that build on topics introduced in
chapters 1-8. Most Precalculus syllabi include some of the topics in these chapters, but few include all. Instructors can
select material as needed from this group of chapters, since they are not cumulative. Chapter 9: Systems of Equations and
Inequalities Chapter 10: Analytic Geometry Chapter 11: Sequences, Probability and Counting Theory Chapter 12:
Introduction to Calculus
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Precalculus with Trigonometry
"Hilarious[Nugent] documents her journey to feminism while skewering misogynist tropes and delivering some painful
truths." –Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Feminist” is not a four-letter word, but Alida Nugent resisted it for a long time.
She feared the “scarlet F” being thrust upon her for refusing to laugh at misogynistic jokes at parties; she withered under
the judgmental gaze of store clerks when buying Plan B, and she swore that she was “not like other girls.” But eventually,
like so many of us, she discovered that feminism is an empowering identity to take on. It’s okay to criticize beauty
standards but still love dark lipstick, investing in female friendships is the most rewarding thing ever, and no one should
feel pressured to eat an “unseasoned chicken breast the size of a deck of playing cards” as every sad dinner for the rest of
eternity. With sincerity, intelligence, and wit, Nugent invites readers in to her most private moments of personal growth.
From struggling with an eating disorder for most of her teen years to embracing all aspects of her biracial identity, she
tackles tough topics with honest vulnerability. Smartly-written, unapologetic, and laugh-out-loud funny, You Don’t Have to
Like Me is perfect for readers of Roxane Gay, Rebecca Skolnit, and Sloane Crosley. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Student Solutions Manual for Precalculus
This text provides a one-semester alternative to the traditional two-semester developmental algebra sequence for nonSTEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) students. This new approach offers an accelerated pathway to college
readiness through developmental math, preparing non-STEM students to move directly into liberal arts math or introductory
statistics, while also preparing STEM students for intermediate algebra. An Accelerated Pathway through Developmental
Math Math Lit, by Kathleen Almy and Heather Foes, offers an accelerated pathway through developmental math, allowing
non-STEM students to move directly into liberal arts math or introductory statistics. Through its emphasis on contextual
problem solving, the Almy/Foes text and its accompanying MyMathLab� course help students gain the mathematical
maturity necessary to be successful in a college-level non-STEM math class. Students work through carefully designed
explorations, activities, and instruction to garner a greater conceptual understanding of the major themes of numeracy,
proportional reasoning, algebraic reasoning, and functions. Enhancements in the Second Edition have increased the
versatility and ease of use for students and instructors alike. Also Available with MyMathLa � MyMathLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results.
Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title
with MyMathLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson
representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for:
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013430408X / 9780134304083 Math Lit plus MyMath Lab -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134433114 /
9780134433110 Math Lit 0321262522 / 9780321262523 MyMathLab -- Valuepack Access Card Students can use the URL
and phone number below to help answer their questions: http://247pearsoned.custhelp.com/app/home 800-677-6337

Essential Calculus Skills Practice Workbook with Full Solutions
Precalculus
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not transferable. To register for and use Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. Used books, rentals, and
purchases made outside of Pearson If purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for
Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included, may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with
the seller before completing your purchase. Prepare. Practice. Review. Mike Sullivan's time-tested approach focuses
students on the fundamental skills they need for the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing
the concepts. The Tenth Edition has evolved to meet today's course needs. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content. MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be
purchased when required by an instructor. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for:
0321999320 / 9780321999320 Trigonometry Plus MyMathLab with eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star
Sticker 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker

Elementary Algebra
The market leading textbook in precalculus is now available in a cost-saving paperback format. PRECALCULUS, ENHANCED
WEBASSIGN EDITION contains the same sound mathematics found in the authors' original text, PRECALCULUS:
MATHEMATICS FOR CALCULUS, Sixth Edition plus full support of Cengage Learning's powerful online homework program,
Enhanced WebAssign. Each new Enhanced WebAssign Edition features the Start Smart Guide for Students, a simple step-bystep how-to booklet for getting started with online homework. The result is a customized resource that will better prepare
your students for future courses in mathematics and sciences. In PRECALCULUS: MATHEMATICS FOR CALCULUS, Sixth
Edition best-selling authors, James Stewart, Lothar Redlin and Saleem Watson refine their focus on problem solving and
mathematical modeling to provide students with a solid foundation in the principles of mathematical thinking. The authors
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explain explains critical concepts simply and clearly, without glossing over difficult points to provide complete coverage of
the function concept, and integrate a significant amount of graphing calculator material to help students develop insight
into mathematical ideas.

Statistics
Fundamentals of Precalculus is designed to review the fundamental topics that are necessary for success in calculus.
Containing only five chapters, this text contains the rigor essential for building a strong foundation of mathematical skills
and concepts, and at the same time supports students' mathematical needs with a number of tools newly developed for this
revision. A student who is well acquainted with the material in this text will have the necessary skills, understanding, and
insights required to succeed in calculus.

The Struggle for Europe
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct
ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for
individual schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor,
to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products may not be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the access code
may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that
are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed
code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Michael Sullivan's Statistics: Informed Decisions Using Data, Fourth Edition,
connects statistical concepts to students' lives, helping them to think critically, become informed consumers, and make
better decisions. Throughout the book, "Putting It Together" features help students visualize the relationships among
various statistical concepts. This feature extends to the exercises, providing a consistent vision of the bigger picture of
statistics. This book follows the Guidelines for Assessment and Instruction in Statistics Education (GAISE), as recommended
by the American Statistical Association, and emphasizes statistical literacy, use of real data and technology, conceptual
understanding, and active learning.

Developmental Mathematics
Finally a self-contained, one volume, graduate-level algebra text that is readable by the average graduate student and
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flexible enough to accommodate a wide variety of instructors and course contents. The guiding principle throughout is that
the material should be presented as general as possible, consistent with good pedagogy. Therefore it stresses clarity rather
than brevity and contains an extraordinarily large number of illustrative exercises.

Fundamentals of Precalculus
Michael Sullivan's Fundamentals of Statistics, Third Edition, was written to address the everyday challenges Mike faces
teaching statistics. Almost every aspect of the book was tested in his classroom to ensure that it truly helps students learn
better. Mike skillfully connects statistical concepts to readers' lives, helping them to think critically, become informed
consumers, and make better decisions. If you are looking for a streamlined textbook, which will help you think statistically
and become a more informed consumer through analyzing data, then Sullivan's Fundamentals of Statistics, Third Edition, is
the book for you.

Discrete Mathematics and Applications, Second Edition
Trigonometry
Precalculus with Limits
Precalculus
"The text is suitable for a typical introductory algebra course, and was developed to be used flexibly. While the breadth of
topics may go beyond what an instructor would cover, the modular approach and the richness of content ensures that the
book meets the needs of a variety of programs."--Page 1.

Precalculus, Enhanced WebAssign Edition (Book Only)
This book is for instructors who think that most calculus textbooks are too long. In writing the book, James Stewart asked
himself: What is essential for a three-semester calculus course for scientists and engineers? ESSENTIAL CALCULUS: EARLY
TRANSCENDENTALS, Second Edition, offers a concise approach to teaching calculus that focuses on major concepts, and
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supports those concepts with precise definitions, patient explanations, and carefully graded problems. The book is only 900
pages--two-thirds the size of Stewart's other calculus texts, and yet it contains almost all of the same topics. The author
achieved this relative brevity primarily by condensing the exposition and by putting some of the features on the book's
website, www.StewartCalculus.com. Despite the more compact size, the book has a modern flavor, covering technology and
incorporating material to promote conceptual understanding, though not as prominently as in Stewart's other books.
ESSENTIAL CALCULUS: EARLY TRANSCENDENTALS features the same attention to detail, eye for innovation, and meticulous
accuracy that have made Stewart's textbooks the best-selling calculus texts in the world. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Finite Mathematics, Binder Ready Version
This paperback text is designed specifically to motivate students to participate-actively and immediately-in the learning
process. The text is crafted to meet the varied skill levels of students-giving them solid content coverage in a supportive
format. This text also fosters conceptual thinking with exercises, computer/graphing calculator exercises, and a thoroughly
integrated five-step problem solving approach. This worktext features a right triangle introduction to trigonometry.

Math Lit
For courses in Plane Trigonometry. Show students that our world is profoundly mathematical Bob Blitzer continues to inspire
students with his engaging approach to mathematics, making this beloved series the #1 in the market year after year.
Blitzer draws on his unique background in mathematics and behavioral science to present a wide range of vivid applications
in real-life situations. Students of all majors stay engaged because Blitzer uses pop-culture and up-to-date references to
connect math to students’ lives, showing that our world is profoundly mathematical. With the new edition, Blitzer takes
student engagement with the mathematical world to a whole new level drawing from applications across all fields as well as
topics that are of interest to any college student (e.g., student loan debt, grade inflation, sleep hours of college students).
Applications are also brought to life online in a new, assignable video series that explore the entertaining and mathematical
Blitzer Bonus boxes. The new edition also aims to help more students to succeed in the course with just-in-time support in
the text--such as Brief Review of prerequisite topics, Achieving Success boxes, and Retain the Concepts exercises--as well
as support within MyLab™ Math such as new concept-level videos, assignable tools to enhance visualization, and more. Also
available with MyLab Math MyLab™ Math is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with
this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test
their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult
concepts. The new edition continues to expand the comprehensive auto-graded exercise options. In addition, MyLab Math
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includes new options designed to help students of all levels and majors to stay engaged and succeed in the course. Note:
You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in
purchasing this title with MyLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab, search for:
0134444086 / 9780134444086 Trigonometry Plus MyLab Math with eText -- Access Card Package, 2/e Package consists of:
0134469968 / 9780134469966 Trigonometry 0321431308 / 9780321431301 MyLab Math -- Glue-in Access Card
0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyLab Math Inside Star Sticker

Fundamentals of Statistics
Pre-Calculus Demystified leads the reader through all the intricacies and requirements of this essential course Whether you
need to pass a class, a college requirement, or get a leg up on more advanced topics, this book provides clear explanation
with a wealth of questions, answers and practical examples. Packed with practical examples, graphs, and Q&As, this
complete self-teaching guide from the best-selling author of Algebra Demystified covers all the essential topics, including:
absolute value, nonlinear inequalities, functions and their graphs, inverses, proportion and ratio, and much more.

Precalculus
- Four chapters of Intermediate Algebra review. Perfect for a slower-paced course or for individual review.

Beginning Algebra: Connecting Concepts Through Applications
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may
come packaged with the bound book. The Sullivan/Struve/Mazzarella Algebra program is designed to motivate students to
“do the math”— at home or in the lab—and supports a variety of learning environments. The text is known for its twocolumn example format that provides annotations to the left of the algebra. These annotations explain what the authors are
about to do in each step (instead of what was just done), just as an instructor would do.

Trigonometry
Larson's PRECALCULUS WITH LIMITS is known for delivering the same sound, consistently structured explanations and
exercises of mathematical concepts as the market-leading PRECALCULUS, with a laser focus on preparing students for
calculus. In LIMITS, the author includes a brief algebra review of core precalculus topics along with coverage of analytic
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geometry in three dimensions and an introduction to concepts covered in calculus. With the Fourth Edition, Larson
continues to revolutionize the way students learn material by incorporating more real-world applications, ongoing review,
and innovative technology. How Do You See It? exercises give students practice applying the concepts, and new Summarize
features, and Checkpoint problems reinforce understanding of the skill sets to help students better prepare for tests. The
companion website LarsonPrecalculus.com offers free access to multiple tools and resources to supplement students’
learning. Stepped-out solution videos with instruction are available at CalcView.com for selected exercises throughout the
text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.

Essential Calculus: Early Transcendentals
Elayn Martin-Gay's developmental math program is motivated by her firm belief that every student can succeed. MartinGay's focus on the student shapes her clear, accessible writing, inspires her constant pedagogical innovations, and
contributes to the popularity and effectiveness of her video resources. This revision of Martin-Gay's algebra series continues
her focus on students and what they need to be successful. This program provides a better teaching and learning
experience, for you and your students. Here's how: The new Martin-Gay Student Success Program provides an integrated
teaching and learning system--combining the textbook, MyMathLab®, student and video organizers, and the video
program--which is designed to help students gain the math and study skills they need for success in developmental math
and beyond. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content.
MyMathLab is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and MyMathLab, search for: 0321983130 / 9780321983138 Developmental Mathematics
Plus NEW MyMathLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0321431308 / 9780321431301
MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 / 9780321654069 MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker 0321936876 /
9780321936875 Developmental Mathematics

Algebra and Trigonometry
This book is intended for a one-semester course in discrete mathematics. Such a course is typically taken by mathematics,
mathematics education, and computer science majors, usually in their sophomore year. Calculus is not a prerequisite to use
this book. Part one focuses on how to write proofs, then moves on to topics in number theory, employing set theory in the
process. Part two focuses on computations, combinatorics, graph theory, trees, and algorithms.

Developmental Mathematics
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From one of today’s most accomplished and trusted mathematics authors comes a new textbook that offers unmatched
support for students facing the AP® calculus exam, and the teachers helping them prepare for it. Sullivan and Miranda’s
Calculus for the AP® Course covers every Big Idea, Essential Knowledge statement, Learning Objective, and Math Practice
described in the 2016-2017 redesigned College Board™ Curriculum Framework. Its concise, focused narrative and
integrated conceptual and problem-solving tools give students just the help they need read as they learn calculus and
prepare for the redesigned AP® Exam. And its accompanying Teacher’s Edition provides an in depth correlation and
abundant tips, examples, projects, and resources to ensure close adherence the new Curriculum Framework.

Algebra Review
Precalculus with Trigonometry: Concepts and Applications

Calculus
The author, Chris McMullen, Ph.D., has over twenty years of experience teaching math skills to physics students. He
prepared this comprehensive workbook (with full solutions to every problem) to share his strategies for mastering calculus.
This workbook covers a variety of essential calculus skills, including: derivatives of polynomials, trig functions, exponentials,
and logarithms the chain rule, product rule, and quotient rule second derivatives how to find the extreme values of a
function limits, including l'Hopital's rule antiderivatives of polynomials, trig functions, exponentials, and logarithms definite
and indefinite integrals techniques of integration, including substitution, trig sub, and integration by parts multiple integrals
The goal of this workbook isn't to cover every possible topic from calculus, but to focus on the most essential skills needed
to apply calculus to other subjects, such as physics or engineering

Calculus for the AP® Course
Prepare. Practice. Review. Mike Sullivan’s time-tested approach focuses students on the fundamental skills they need for
the course: preparing for class, practicing with homework, and reviewing the concepts. The Tenth Edition has evolved to
meet today’s course needs. MyMathLab not included. Students, if MyMathLab is a recommended/mandatory component of
the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MyMathLab should only be purchased when
required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. MyMathLab is an online
homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results.
Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized
study plan that helps them absorb course material and understand difficult concepts. With this new edition, Mike Sullivan
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has developed MyMathLab features to help better prepare students and get them thinking more visually and conceptually.
Features like Getting Ready exercises, Video Assessment exercises Enhanced Graphing Functionality and Skills for Success
modules benefit student learning. Also, by implementing the New! Guided Lecture notes that focus students on the
important concepts and help structure studying, students will have the most effective tools to succeed.

Precalculus
Statistics
The first half of the second edition of Precalculus: An Investigation of Functions. This is an open textbook, available free
online. This first portion of the book (Chapters 1-4) is an investigation of functions, exploring the graphical behavior of,
interpretation of, and solutions to problems involving linear, polynomial, rational, exponential, and logarithmic functions. An
emphasis is placed on modeling and interpretation, as well as the important characteristics needed in calculus.

Precalculus, Global Edition
BEGINNING ALGEBRA: CONNECTING CONCEPTS THROUGH APPLICATIONS shows students how to apply traditional
mathematical skills in real-world contexts. The emphasis on skill building and applications engages students as they master
algebraic concepts, problem solving, and communication skills. Students learn how to solve problems generated from
realistic applications, instead of learning techniques without conceptual understanding. The authors have developed several
key ideas to make concepts real and vivid for students. First, they emphasize strong algebra skills. These skills support the
applications and enhance student comprehension. Second, the authors integrate applications, drawing on realistic data to
show students why they need to know and how to apply math. The applications help students develop the skills needed to
explain the meaning of answers in the context of the application. Third, the authors develop key concepts as students
progress through the course. For example, the distributive property is introduced in real numbers, covered when students
are learning how to multiply a polynomial by a constant, and finally when students learn how to multiply a polynomial by a
monomial. These concepts are reinforced through applications in the text. Last, the authors' approach prepares students for
intermediate algebra by including an introduction to material such as functions and interval notation as well as the last
chapter that covers linear and quadratic modeling. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Interactive Statistics Student Access Kit
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Reach Every Student: Through clearly written content In understanding Concepts and Problem Solving In preparation for
education/career success Michael Sullivan and Kathleen Miranda have written a contemporary calculus textbook that
instructors will respect and students can use. Consistent in its use of language and notation, Sullivan/Miranda's Calculus
offers clear and precise mathematics at a level of precision and rigor appropriate for a course in calculus. The authors help
students learn calculus conceptually, while also emphasizing computational and problem-solving skills with a wide array of
problems including engaging challenge problems and applied exercises that model the physical sciences, life sciences,
economics, and other disciplines. Algebra-weak students will benefit from marginal annotations that help strengthen
algebraic understanding, the many references to review material, and extensive practice exercises. The second edition
features a robust media plan and key revisions and updates throughout, but maintains the pedagogical features and
general student focus of the first edition.

Student's Solutions Manual [to Accompany] Precalculus
This series incorporates high end usage of the graphing calculator through the real world data sets and modeling. Using a
4-color design pedagogically and developing concepts through objectives and applications makes the text even more
accessible to both students and instructors.

Precalculus 1
From the ashes of World War II to the conflict over Iraq, William Hitchcock examines the miraculous transformation of
Europe from a deeply fractured land to a continent striving for stability, tolerance, democracy, and prosperity. Exploring the
role of Cold War politics in Europe’s peace settlement and the half century that followed, Hitchcock reveals how leaders
such as Charles de Gaulle, Willy Brandt, and Margaret Thatcher balanced their nations’ interests against the demands of the
reigning superpowers, leading to great strides in economic and political unity. He re-creates Europeans’ struggles with their
troubling legacy of racial, ethnic, and national antagonism, and shows that while divisions persist, Europe stands on the
threshold of changes that may profoundly shape the future of world affairs.

Sources of the Western Tradition Volume II: From the Renaissance to the Present
Finite Mathematics: An Applied Approach, 11th Edition once again lives up to its reputation as a clearly written,
comprehensive finite mathematics book. This Edition builds upon a solid foundation by integrating new features and
techniques that further enhance student interest and involvement. All existing problems have been updated to provide
relevance and timeliness. Finite Mathematics contains the same elements such as Step-by-Step Examples, Exercise Sets,
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and Learning Objectives in every chapter. In an engaging and accessible style, this text demonstrates how mathematics
applies to various fields of study. The text is packed with real data and real-life applications to business, economics, social
and life sciences.

Algebra
With a collection of over 375 sources, each accompanied by an introductory essay and review questions, this two-volume
primary source reader emphasizes the intellectual history and values of the Western tradition. Sources are grouped around
important themes in European history--such as religion, education, and art and culture--so that readers can analyze and
compare multiple documents. The ninth edition features additional sources by and about women, completely revised
chapters on modern Europe and its place in the contemporary world, and updates to introductions and review questions.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.

You Don't Have to Like Me
Pre-Calculus Demystified
Sheldon Axler's Precalculus: A Prelude to Calculus, 3rd Edition focuses only on topics that students actually need to succeed
in calculus. This book is geared towards courses with intermediate algebra prerequisites and it does not assume that
students remember any trigonometry. It covers topics such as inverse functions, logarithms, half-life and exponential
growth, area, e, the exponential function, the natural logarithm and trigonometry.
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